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 . Dec 2, 2013 Open up the wardrobe in TR Arena and find the "Nude" outfit, this will replace Lara's outfit . May 15, 2017 It includes a patch for TRAOD
(Tomb Raider Angel of Darkness), TRL (Tomb Raider Legend), TRA (Tomb Raider Anniversary) and TRU (Tomb Raider . March 20, 2012 Backgrounds
in Legend of the lost and Lara's outfit are completely replaced with a new one. Default Female (TRB) is nude. This mod does not remove any textures so you
have to install it on. It also does not change Lara Croft's face or her model. This is a small project, so it is hard to say anything about it. Jan 19, 2017 Now
Lara's player model is nude in Lara Croft and the Guardian of Light. In Super Lara's outfit is nude also. This mod does not change anything else so it should
be compatible with the newest versions of games. You can install this mod without any problems. Dec 19, 2017 It includes a patch for Tomb Raider Lara's
outfit is nude and her hair is also. This mod does not change Lara's model and her facial features and it does not change Lara's textures. Lara's undergarment
is black in this mod. Oct 16, 2017 Lara's undergarments are nude, hair are black, face are nude in this mod. Again, it does not change Lara's model and it
does not change facial features. Oct 22, 2014 It includes a patch for Tomb Raider New (HD). The mod changes Lara's chest to nude, it also changes Lara's
face. This mod does not change her backside or her height. This mod is compatible with version 1.1.2. Jan 21, 2014 It includes a patch for Tomb Raider
New (HD). The mod changes Lara's chest to nude, it also changes Lara's face. This mod does not change her backside or her height. This mod is compatible
with version 1.1.2. Sep 1, 2017 It includes a patch for Tomb Raider New (HD). The mod changes Lara's chest to nude, it also changes Lara's face. This mod
does not change her backside or her height. This mod is compatible with version 1.1.2. Category:File extensions Category:Lara Croft f678ea9f9e
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